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Abstract9
In Spanish, word-final consonants are resyllabified with the initial vowel of a following word, e.g. mis10
amigos (‘my friends’) is syllabified as mi.sa.mi.gos. This study examines the role of consonant duration as11
a perceptual cue to identify consonants as word-final or word-initial. Twelve minimal pairs of sentences12
were recorded by a native speaker differing only in the lexical affiliation of the target consonant, i.e. four13
pairs for /s/, /n/, and /l/ respectively. Consonant duration was manipulated by computer in five incre-14
mental steps. Sixty-five native participants took part in a lexical decision experiment. Longer consonant15
duration was found to bias participants’ perception towards a word-initial interpretation in the case of /s/16
and /n/. In contrast, longer /l/ was perceived as word-final, due to the fact that /l/ presents two tongue17
gestures, i.e. tip and body, which are not simultaneous in coda but sequential. Additionally, listeners18
were sensitive to some extra cue present in the original signal for /n/, probably due to anticipatory coar-19
ticulation. Evidence is provided for the simultaneous coda and onset status of resyllabified consonants,20
and accordingly they are proposed to be phonologically represented as ambisyllabic.21
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1. Introduction24
1.1. Spoken word recognition25
Spoken word recognition is a hard task, especially since words are not usually separated by pauses in26
connected speech, and listeners have to identify word boundaries bymeans of different strategies. Many of27
these strategies rely on the phonological properties of the target language and make language processing28
more efficient for native listeners, while non-native speakers are typically slower and less effective, to the29
point of even missing some of these word boundaries (Cutler, 2012).30
From birth, speech segmentation is aided by the computation of the transitional probabilities that exist31
between different kinds of units, such as segments and syllables. Thus, the high predictive power of32
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one element over the following is interpreted as both being part of the same higher-level unit, namely33
a word. Conversely, a low transitional probability signals a word boundary. According to Saffran et al.34
(1996), this procedure is available to both infants and adults when learning a new language, and it allows35
segmentation even if no prior knowledge of vocabulary exists, finally helping in building up a lexicon.36
As this learning process takes place, infants are biased to paying attention to elements occurring peri-37
odically (Cutler & Mehler, 1993)—i.e the foot, the syllable, or the mora, depending on the language.38
As a result, infants learn to give more weight to lexical candidates that are aligned with the rhythmic39
unit of their language. This habit persists in adulthood and increases the efficiency in deciding between40
competing items. For example, in a word-spotting task, where subjects had to find real words embedded41
in nonsense words, Cutler and Norris (1988) found that words stranded between two feet took longer to42
be identified by English listeners, given that English is a stress-timed language, i.e. its rhythm is based43
on the foot. In their turn, Mehler et al. (1981) had French subjects listen to lists of words and press44
a button if any of the words started by a visually presented sequence of the form /CV/ or /CVC/. The45
reaction times were significantly lower when the target sequence matched the syllabic structure of the46
words, showing that syllables play a major role in segmentation in syllable-timed languages, like French.47
With a similar design, Otake et al. (1993) tested Japanese subjects, who had to identify words beginning48
with a certain /CV/ or /CVN/ sequence. The results did not replicate the French case, but showed a pref-49
erence for mora-based segmentation, i.e. for subjects who had to recognize /CV/ sequences there was50
no significant difference in reaction times when exposed to words beginning by /CV/ or /CVN/, whereas51
subjects spotting /CVN/ sequences missed items like nanoka (‘the seventh day of the month’) because the52
mora structure of the word did not match that of the target sequence.53
Spanish is a syllable-timed language, typically possessing a preponderance of open syllables and lacking54
vowel reduction (Pike, 1945). As such, similar to the results obtained for French by Mehler et al. (1981),55
it is agreed that syllable structure is largely relied upon in word recognition (Sebastián-Gallés et al., 1992).56
However, Spanish exhibits resyllabification, a process that might affect the segmentation of words, since57
the structure of the syllable is altered, and word-final consonants are realized across a word boundary58
together with the following vowel. Based on previous acoustic descriptions (Hualde & Prieto, 2014;59
Strycharczuk & Kohlberger, 2016), this paper presents a perceptual study that manipulates consonant60
duration to assess its possible role in disambiguating the original lexical affiliation of segments in such61
resyllabified cases.62
1.2. Resyllabification63
Resyllabification is a well-established phenomenon in many languages that involves the post-lexical re-64
organization of syllable structure. In Spanish, for example, word-final consonants are realized as onsets65
together with the initial vowel of the following word, e.g. mis amigos (‘my friends’) is syllabified as66
mi.sa.mi.gos.67
Despite the fact that resyllabification is a widespread phenomenon across Spanish dialects, geographical68
variation has also been reported. For example, in Castilian Spanish any consonant can undergo resyllab-69
ification, whereas in certain dialects of Ecuador some consonants, such as /l/, are subject to this process70
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but others—e.g. /s/ and /n/—are not (Robinson, 2012). Additionally, in both Paraguayan Spanish and71
Yucatan Spanish the insertion of a glottal stop before a word-initial vowel impedes resyllabification in cer-72
tain contexts due to the influence of the local indigenous languages (Michnowicz & Kagan, 2016; Trawick73
& Michnowicz, 2019).74
Another type of dialectal variation is related to the application order of resyllabification with respect to75
other allophonic rules. Obstruents in coda position typically undergo aspiration in many Spanish dialects76
and, thus, are realized as [h] (e.g. Brown & Torres Cacoullos, 2002). In some of these dialects, aspiration77
applies before resyllabification: for example, in Caribbean Spanish and Rio Negro Argentinian Spanish,78
an utterance such as dos alas (‘two wings’) surfaces as [do.ha.lah] (Kaisse, 1999). In contrast, the variety79
of Buenos Aires applies resyllabification first and, thefore, bleeds aspiration, so that the aforementioned80
utterance dos alas rather surfaces as [do.sa.lah] (Kaisse, 1999).81
Examples such as the latter from dialects applying bleeding order reveal that word-final /s/ undoubtedly82
becomes syllable onset after resyllabification. This interpretation is supported by additional evidence.83
For example, the Spanish tap /ɾ/ presents several allophones in coda, such as [ɾ], [r], [ɹ], or [ɹ]̝ (Ble-84
cua Falgueras, 2001), but when resyllabified it surfaces as [ɾ], the typical onset allophone. In addition,85
articulographic measurements of resyllabified /m/ in Korean have made evident that the labial gesture86
starts simultaneously with the articulation of the upcoming vowel, thus displaying the coordination pat-87
tern that is characteristic of onsets (Cho et al., 2014). Finally, pre-nuclear pitch accents of Castilian88
Spanish statements involve a pitch rise that is aligned to the beginning of the stressed syllable. Accord-89
ing to yet unpublished results (Lahoz-Bengoechea & Jiménez-Bravo, in preparation), in resyllabification90
contexts the beginning of the pitch rise is not aligned to the vowel—the first segment of the syllable in91
the lexical representation—but to the beginning of the resyllabified consonant, thus revealing that the92
consonant has truly become the syllable onset.93
The view traditionally held for Castilian Spanish is that resyllabified codas—henceforth referred to as94
derived onsets—present no differences with word-initial onsets—referred to as canonical onsets—, and95
both are considered to be phonetically identical, i.e. they are homophones (e.g. Hualde, 2005). However,96
the view in which word-final consonants undergo complete resyllabification and are indistinguishable97
from canonical onsets has been challenged. Several studies have found subphonemic differences for98
resyllabified /s/ that set derived onsets apart as a separate category different from both canonical onsets99
and canonical codas (Hualde & Prieto, 2014; Strycharczuk & Kohlberger, 2016).100
The study conducted by Hualde and Prieto (2014) analyzed duration of alveolar fricatives––/s/ for Castil-101
ian Spanish and contrasting /s//z/ for Catalan––in word-initial, word-medial, and word-final positions.102
Their results for both languages reported shorter duration of the target consonant when it was realized103
as a derived onset /VC#V/ in comparison to both word-initial onsets /V#CV/ and word-medial onsets104
/VCV/.105
These results, obtained with spontaneous speech elicited through a map task, were later replicated and106
complemented by a study conducted by Strycharczuk and Kohlberger (2016). In their case, they used107
speech samples of Castilian Spanish obtained, rather, in more a controlled environment to avoid the108
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undesired effects potentially associated to prosody and speech rate. Similarly, the acoustic realization109
of /s/ was compared among different syllable structures, and the results showed significant durational110
differences along the following structures: VsC < Vs#C < Vs#V < VsV < V#sV < Vs#sV. In the111
resulting fine-grained contrast, derived onsets /Vs#V/ proved longer than canonical codas /Vs#C/ but112
shorter than canonical onsets /V#sV/, thus yielding a three-way distinction in the phonetic realisation113
of /s/, with derived onsets as an intermediate category. Differently, vowels preceding derived onsets114
presented no durational differences with those preceding canonical onsets, although both were longer115
than vowels in closed syllables, i.e. those with word-final and word-medial codas. Thus, derived onsets116
did not condition the shortening of the preceding vowel, but behaved as canonical onsets despite its being117
shorter in duration.118
Another study on the acquisition of Spanish resyllabification by English speakers indirectly offered dura-119
tional values for derived and canonical onsets (Scarpace, 2017), although the reported results are diffi-120
cult to interpret with respect to the studies previously mentioned. On the one hand, the different speech121
material used in the experiments were recorded by a native speaker of Colombian Spanish and by a122
native speaker of Mexican Spanish. On the other hand, no statistic tests were conducted in one of the123
experiments—yet the reported durational means seem equivocal1 (p. 48)—, and when they were con-124
ducted, no significant differences were reported (p. 72).125
In other languages, evidence in favour of the different duration of derived onsets and canonical onsets in126
resyllabified contexts are similar to those reported for Catilian Spanish by Hualde and Prieto (2014) and127
Strycharczuk and Kohlberger (2016), e.g. for English (Lehiste, 1960; Smith & Hawkins, 2012; Tao et al.,128
2018; Turk & Shattuck-Hufnagel, 2000), for French (Shoemaker, 2009; Spinelli et al., 2003), for Dutch129
(Quené, 1992; Shatzman & McQueen, 2006).130
Nonetheless, a variety of other acoustic cues may also signal misaligned syllable and word boundaries.131
In English, for example, word-final pre-vocalic stops seem to differ in the relative duration of its closure132
respect to its entire duration when compared to word-initial stops (Boucher, 1988). In addition, canonical133
onsets seem to be also characterized by aspiration (Lee et al., 2019; Nakatani & Dukes, 1977), while glottal134
stops often precede word-initial vowels (Hoard, 1966; Nakatani & Dukes, 1977). Also for English, studies135
have observed differences in the articulatory gestures involved in derived onsets and canonical onsets136
(Modarresi et al., 2004; Sussman et al., 1997) as well as a preponderant occurrence of full vowels word-137
initially in /CV/ sequences (Cutler & Carter, 1987).138
1.3. Perceptual cues to resyllabification139
Segmental duration is known to be affected by prosody at word level, i.e. pre-boundary lengthening and140
domain-initial (post-boundary) strengthening (Byrd et al., 2000; Fougeron & Keating, 1997; Wightman141
et al., 1992), whose role in facilitating speech segmentation and thereby lexical access is well-attested (e.g.142
Lehiste, 1960; Quené, 1992; Spinelli et al., 2003; Shatzman & McQueen, 2006). More uncertainty exists,143
however, whether lexical access is hindered by the misalignment typically observed in resyllabification144
contexts between the expected syllable boundary and the word boundary, as predicted by the Possible145
Word Constraint (Norris et al., 1997). The perception of prosodic misalignment and the role that syllable146
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structure plays on speech segmentation was addressed by Mehler et al. (1981), as previously mentioned.147
Nevertheless, subsequent attempts to replicate their results proved unclear, and the role of the syllable in148
the segmentation of continuous speech remains ambiguous (for a summary, see Côté, 2012). For example,149
Cutler et al. (1986) failed to observe the same effect for English, and consequently they suggested that the150
cross-linguistic rhythmic differences between (syllable-timed) French and (stressed-timed) English might151
be responsible for the disparate results. This same idea has been put forward in later studies, where it has152
been argued that the syllable plays a role in the segmentation of continuous speech to the extent that it153
can effectively provide exploitable cues to the listeners attuned to the rhythmic properties of their native154
language (Bien et al., 2015; Feng et al., 2019).155
In this sense, an interesting study on the misalignment of word and syllable boundaries was conducted156
for French by Dumay et al. (2002), who asked participants to press a button as soon as they detected157
a word embedded in a pseudoword. Thus, using a word-spotting task they observed that French words158
were more quickly identified when aligned with a syllable boundary, whether it appeared embedded at159
the offset—e.g. such as lac (‘lake’) in zun.lac vs. zu.glac—or at the onset of pseudowords—e.g. raid (‘stiff’)160
in raid.vonce vs. rai.drupe. In the offset condition, alignment not only yielded faster responses but also161
fewer errors. Consequently, it was concluded that those cases where a misalignment existed between an162
actual word boundary and a syllable boundary were more difficult to detect. This was not only observed163
in a syllable-timed language such as French, but also in a stress-timed language like Dutch (McQueen,164
1998).165
Interestingly, a naturally occurring case of misalignment between word and syllable boundaries is pre-166
cisely that found in resyllabification contexts. Yet, contrary to the results obtained in the experiment167
conducted by Dumay and his colleagues, derived onsets have not been reported to impede, but actu-168
ally to help listeners recognize resyllabified words in French (Gaskell et al., 2002; Spinelli et al., 2003;169
Tremblay & Spinelli, 2013). After conducting several priming experiments, Gaskell and his colleagues170
(2002) found faster lexical activation of resyllabified words—whether through enchaînement or liaison—171
when compared to words starting with canonical onsets. They explained their results as a perceptual172
effect of the presumed distinct phonetic cues of derived onsets, and the resulting conclusion drawn by173
the researchers questioned the role of the syllable as a speech processing unit.174
Subsequent perceptual studies for French have mostly focused on liaison contexts—which present some175
important differences respect to resyllabification through enchaînement (Fougeron, 2007) and are not176
directly comparable to Spanish resyllabification. The results of Gaskell et al. (2002) just mentioned177
have only been replicated on certain occasions (Spinelli et al., 2003; Tremblay & Spinelli, 2014; but see178
Tremblay & Spinelli, 2013, for different results, which were related to the different distribution of each179
segment). For example, Spinelli et al. (2003) used minimal pairs of two-word sequences at the end of a180
carrier sentence to study what cues French native speakers exploit in word segmentation. Thus, by means181
of liaison, sentences such as C’est le dernier oignon (‘It’s the last onion’) and C’est le dernier rognon (‘It’s the182
last kidney’) were assumed to be homophonous and have the same syllabification, i.e. der.nie.ro.gnon.183
In a series of experiments using a cross-modal priming paradigm, subjects received auditorily the prime184
sentence—the one containing the derived onset, the canonical onset, or either one of two unambiguous185
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conditions—, upon which they had to make a lexical decision when the visual target appeared on the186
screen short before the last word was completely uttered. Spinelli and her colleagues reported that listen-187
ers were able to exploit the subphonemic cues present in the stimulus and correctly identify the originally188
intended two-word sequence, whether a derived onset or a canonical onset. The researchers concluded189
that listeners’ perception was driven by the significantly shorter duration measured for derived onsets190
respect to canonical onsets—an acoustic difference that was later confirmed also for French by Shoe-191
maker (2009) and for Spanish, as mentioned earlier, by Hualde and Prieto (2014) and by Strycharczuk192
and Kohlberger (2016).193
Other studies on the perception of word and syllable boundaries were also conducted for French (Christophe194
et al., 2004), Dutch (Shatzman & McQueen, 2006), and English (Davis et al., 2002), although they ana-195
lyzed the role of duration as a cue signalling word boundaries in the context of consonant clusters. For196
example, Christophe et al. (2004) conducted several experiments in which listeners were asked to de-197
tect as soon as possible words such as chat (‘cat’) in a lexically ambiguous two-word sequence, e.g. chat198
grincheux (‘grumpy cat’), which also contains the word chagrin (‘sorrow’). The results showed longer la-199
tencies for such words in comparison to sentences lacking any lexical ambiguities. For Dutch, the study200
conducted by Shatzman and McQueen (2006) using eye-tracking also found that durational differences201
were exploited by listeners to locate word boundaries in ambiguous utterances, e.g. the word pot (‘jar’)202
in ze heeft wel eens pot gezegd (‘she said once jar’) vs. the word spot (‘spotlight’) in ze heeft wel een spot203
gezegd (‘she did say a spotlight’).204
One of the earliest studies to point out the perceptual exploitation of temporal cues in the misalignment of205
word and syllable boundaries for derived onsets was carried out for English by Lehiste (1960). She used206
similar pairs of ambiguous utterances as those mentioned above, which were held to be homophonous,207
e.g. known ocean vs. no notion—although she also included pairs with consonants in word-medial position208
(two lips vs. tulips) and consonant clusters (keep sticking vs. keeps ticking). By means of a lexical decision209
task, participants were able to correctly discriminate in more than two-thirds of the cases the member of210
the pair they had heard. According to Lehiste, they did so by exploiting the subphonemic cues setting211
word-final consonants apart from consonants in other positions—i.e. word-medial, word-initial—and212
from consonant clusters. From all the analyzed word-final consonants, only /m/, /n/, /l/, /d/, and /p/213
were reported in the results as appearing both as derived onsets and as canonical onsets in the same214
pair—e.g. seem able vs. see Mabel. The acoustic measurements conducted on recordings from three215
different speakers revealed consistent shorter duration of derived onsets, which was interpreted as the216
main acoustic cue exploited by listeners in the perceptual experiment. However, each segment was also217
reported to possess other cues that were salient enough to have also possibly driven the perception of218
listeners. For example, apart from the typical shorter duration of derived onsets, Lehiste noted that219
laryngealization often followed word-final /m/ and /n/; derived onsets /n/ showed a consistent lower F2220
and a pattern of falling intensity; and in the case of /l/, she also found different formant structures and221
different intensity patterns for each position.222
Along similar lines, a perceptual study conducted for Dutch revealed that listeners were sensitive to223
durational differences when segmenting sequences with ambiguous word boundaries, e.g. diep in (‘deep224
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in’) or die pin (‘that pin’) (Quené, 1992). In this study, further acoustic measurements for the ambiguous225
sequences /CV#CVC/ and /CVC#VC/ also showed significant differences in amplitude rise time for the226
second vowel—i.e. the duration from vowel onset to ninety percent of amplitude maximum value—as227
well as significant differences in amplitude decay time for the first vowel—i.e. duration from the ninety228
percent point to vowel offset. However, after conducting a second experiment with manipulated stimuli,229
Quené analyzed only consonant duration and V2 amplitude rise time, and he concluded that even if the230
latter had partially contributed to affect listeners’ perception, consonant duration was clearly the stronger231
perceptual cue.232
In summary, duration stands out cross-linguistically from other acoustic-phonetic information as a cru-233
cial cue in the segmentation of connected speech. Since its role in ambiguous word boundaries seems234
to be also efficiently exploited by listeners in several languages, the question arises whether this is also235
the case for Castilian Spanish. The acoustic data that set the background of the present study challenge236
the view that derived onsets are indistinguishable from canonical onsets in Spanish—i.e. that complete237
resyllabification occurs. Rather, it is suggested that derived onsets possess an intermediate phonological238
status different from canonical codas and canonical onsets, as previously argued for Spanish /s/ (Hualde239
& Prieto, 2014; Strycharczuk & Kohlberger, 2016). The motivation of the present study is, therefore, to240
test whether the salient temporal cues showed for Spanish derived onset /s/ can actually be used by na-241
tive speakers of Castilian Spanish to disambiguate the lexical affiliation of the consonant. In order to test242
this we manipulate the duration of word-final and word-initial /s/ for minimal pairs of sentences whose243
meaning depends only on the lexical affiliation of the consonant. In this sense, not many previous percep-244
tual studies have manipulated duration to test the role of temporal cues, and those which did analyzed245
liaison resyllabification in French (Gustafson & Bradlow, 2016; Shoemaker, 2009, 2014a) and resyllabi-246
fied consonant clusters in Dutch (Shatzman & McQueen, 2006), phenomena not entirely comparable to247
the Spanish case.248
For Castilian Spanish, as mentioned above, although acoustic data have focused so far on the temporal249
properties of /s/ in resyllabification contexts, it is well known that any consonant may also undergo250
resyllabification. Thus, we wish to test whether the durational differences observed for derived onset /s/251
can also be equally exploited by listeners for other segments such as /n/ and /l/2. Therefore, according252
to the evidence presented, our hypothesis is that listeners will be able to successfully exploit the distinct253
durational differences between derived onsets and canonical onsets that make up each minimal pair, and254
we postulate that they will correctly perceive the lexical affiliation of the target consonant, showing the255
crucial role of duration in the segmentation of connected speech.256
2. Methods257
2.1. Stimuli258
The test items used in our experiment were recorded in two recording sessions from a male native speaker259
of Castilian Spanish. Four minimal pairs of sentences for each target consonant (/s/, /n/, and /l/) were260
recorded showing ambiguous meaning depending on its lexical affiliation to either the first or the second261
word, i.e. Dijo que eras ancho vs. Dijo que era Sancho (‘He said you were wide-bodied’ vs. ‘He said he was262
Sancho [a person’s name])’, see Appendix for details). Each of the sentences making up the minimal pair263
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was recorded separately in one of the two recording sessions together with 55 distractors, and care was264
taken to control intonation. The speaker was unaware of the purpose of the study.265
The best repetition of each sentence was chosen—e.g. those pronounced with a brief pause between the266
relevant words were discarded—and then used as a basis to resynthesize the stimuli for the perception267
test. The three target consonants were segmented in a TextGrid with Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2018),268
following the same segmentation criteria as those used by Strycharczuk and Kohlberger (2016). A script269
was then run to manipulate the duration tier and to resynthesize five versions of each of the original270
sentences using the PSOLA method (Moulines & Charpentier, 1990) as implemented in Praat. Thus, the271
duration of the target consonant increased progressively in five steps, ranging between 40-120 ms for /s/,272
30-90 ms for /n/, and 20-105 ms for /l/. The total number of stimuli added up to 120, i.e. 12 minimal273
pairs of sentences (four per target consonant) x 2 lexical affiliations x 5 steps.274
2.2. Participants and procedure275
Sixty-five native speakers of Spanish, all undergraduate students, participated in the study voluntarily.276
Firstly, in a session supervised by one of the researchers they became familiar with the experimental277
task, which was conducted as a forced-choice task in Praat. Then they were instructed to complete the278
experiment independently using headphones in a quiet environment within the following week, and they279
submitted their data, which were anonymized.280
The first of the two tests included /s/ and /n/ as target consonants and was completed by 43 listeners,281
who rated a total of 80 stimuli. In the experimental task, on a blank screen opened by Praat, they were282
able to listen only once to the sentence to be rated. In order to make listeners rely on their first auditory283
perception, they were firstly showed on the screen the two possible interpretations of the sentence only284
immediately after cessation of the auditory stimulus. This visual information just showed the two words285
for which the target consonant could be interpreted—either as word-final or word-initial—in order to286
prevent listeners from processing the entire sentence a second time and to make them rather rely on287
their first auditory impression. Listeners were then asked to disambiguate between the two possible288
interpretations of the given target consonant, e.g. eras ancho vs. era Sancho, i.e. between the derived289
onset interpretation and the canonical onset interpretation. Similarly, the second test was taken by 22290
listeners, who rated 40 stimuli for /l/ as target consonant and following the same procedure as just291
explained. In both tests the stimuli were randomized, and none of the listeners were aware of the differing292
characteristics of the manipulated stimuli.293
2.3. Measures and statistical analyses294
For the statistical analyses, the discrete steps used to resynthesize the stimuli with an increasing consonant295
duration were converted to a continuous variable. Thus, for both lexical affiliations a ratio between target296
consonant duration and the duration of its preceding vowel was calculated, as summarized in Figure 1.297
This was made, firstly, to control for the fact that acoustic cues are always perceived in relation to a given298
context, and judgments on segment duration are indeed perceived in relation to the duration of surround-299
ing segments. Thus, a perceptual normalization is required to minimize the effects of the variability in300
speech tempo (e.g. Lisker, 1974; for a summary, see Stilp, 2020). Secondly, this was also intended to301
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Figure 1. Relation of the initial step-wise manipulation of consonant duration and the equivalent increase of ratio between the
duration of the target consonant and its preceding vowel for both lexical affiliations.
prevent the perceptual duration of word-initial or word-final consonants from being altered by the re-302
spective longer duration that characterizes both stressed vowels and vowels in non-coda rhymes at a word303
boundary position (Beckman et al., 1992; Wightman et al., 1992). Finally, rather than a discrete increase304
in consonant duration, a continuous variable reflecting the duration proportion of the consonant respect305
to that of the preceding vowel is better suited to offer a more accurate insight for the perceptual effect of306
smaller increases in consonant duration.307
The statistical analyses were conducted in R (2018), version 3.6.0, using linear mixed-effects models308
through the package lme4 (Bates et al., 2015). In each analysis, logistic models were built using maximum309
likelihood (Laplace Approximation) and were optimised with BOBYQA (Powell, 2009).310
The binary dependent variable Derived Onset was modelled as a function of duration increase of the target311
consonant, expressed as the standardized z-Ratio of consonant duration over vowel duration. Standard-312
ization was done at the mean of step 3—i.e. the middle point in duration increase—for each consonant:313
0.896 for /s/ (SD=0.183); 0.830 for /n/ (SD=0.099); and 0.887 for /l/ (SD=0.209). A second predictor314
was included in the model with the original Lexical Affiliation of the target consonant, since both sentences315
in the minimal pair—i.e. one with the target consonant as derived onset and one as canonical onset—316
were equally manipulated, and possibly differing cues present in the original signal other than duration317
might still be present in the resynthesized stimuli. Random effects were declared for subjects and items;318
however, in the attempt to specify a full model with random intercepts and slopes for random effects (Barr319
et al., 2013), models failed to converge. Therefore, for all three target consonants the declared models320
had the same fixed and random structures, which corresponded to a random intercept mixed regression321
model.322
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3. Results323
The responses given for the perception of derived onsets as a function of duration increase varied depend-324
ing on the target consonant. On the one hand, there were consistently fewer responses for /s/ declaring325
perception of derived onset in the presence of a longer consonant at word boundary regardless of its orig-326
inal lexical affiliation. Similarly, but to a lesser extent, responses varied for /n/ according to consonant327
duration, with fewer perceived derived onsets as a function of duration increase. On the other hand, this328
trend proved opposite for /l/, for which the number of responses perceiving a derived onset increased329
progressively with longer consonants at word boundary for both lexical affiliations (Figure 2).330
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Figure 2. Relative number of responses perceiving the target consonant as a derived onset as a function of a step-wise increase
in duration.
Subsequently, three logistic regression models were independently fitted to predict the perception of331
derived onsets for each target consonant as a function of both increase in consonant duration and its332
original lexical affiliation. The model for /s/ showed a strong effect of consonant duration (=-0.31,333
SE=0.04, z=-7.67, p<0.001, OR=0.73) in the perception of the lexical boundary (see Appendix for334
details). For this effect, the beta value, which corresponds to the slope of the logistic regression curve at335
its halfway point, can be interpreted as a decrease of 7.7% in the probability of the target consonant to336
be perceived as a derived onset for an increase of 0.183 ms, i.e. one standard deviation from the mean at337
step 3 for the standardized variable. This effect was the same regardless of the original lexical affiliation338
of the consonant, as showed by the non-significant (ns) interaction. Besides, with duration at its mean339
(0.896 ms), the original lexical affiliation of the target consonant did not have any effect on how it was340
perceived by the listeners.341
Similarly, an increase in consonant duration significantly reduced the probability for /n/ to be perceived342
as a derived onset (=-0.06, SE=0.02, z=-2.52, p=0.011, OR=0.94) (see Appendix for details). This343
effect corresponded to a modest decrease of 1.5% in the probability to perceive a derived onset when344
duration increased by 0.099 ms, i.e. one standard deviation from the mean at step 3 for the standardized345
variable. In addition, listeners were sensitive in this case to the original lexical affiliation of the consonant346
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(=0.22, SE=0.10, z=2.15, p=0.031, OR=1.25), so that they were 5.5% more likely to perceive a347
derived onset when the target consonant was originally also a derived onset.348
As for /l/, a main effect was also observed for the increase of consonant duration (=0.19, SE=0.06,349
z=2.92, p=0.003, OR=1.21) (see Appendix for details) but in the opposite direction of that observed for350
/s/ and /n/, i.e. one standard deviation increase in duration (0.209 ms) made the probability to perceive351
a derived onset grow by 4.7%. This effect was observed independently of the lexical affiliation of the352
original word, since no interaction was found between both predictors. Finally, after controlling for the353
duration of the target consonant, the original affiliation of the consonant did not have any effect on the354
perception of word boundary by listeners. Figure 3 offers a summary of the results obtained for the three355
target consonants.356
Figure 3. Forest plot showing odds ratios for main effects—z-Ratio C/V and Lexical Affiliation (1=Derived Onset)—and their
interaction to predict perception of target consonant as derived onset. For OR < 1, effect size equals 1/OR. Error bars are 95%
CI.
4. Discussion357
The present study analyzed the role of consonant duration as a perceptual cue in contexts of ambigu-358
ous resyllabification in Spanish. Previous evidence has pointed to the intermediate status of word-final359
codas—specifically /s/—appearing in connected speech as word-initial resyllabified consonants (i.e. de-360
rived onsets) in Castilian Spanish, which show a significantly different duration compared to both word-361
final consonants (i.e. canonical codas) and word-initial consonants (i.e. canonical onsets) (Hualde &362
Prieto, 2014; Strycharczuk & Kohlberger, 2016). Using a lexical decision task, listeners had to attend363
to the manipulated durational differences to decide on the correct lexical affiliation of the ambiguous364
consonant—/s/, /n/, or /l/—between one of two words included in contextual sentences. Our results365
clearly showed that listeners’ perception of ambiguous /s/ was driven by the duration of the consonant,366
so that an increase in duration made listeners bias their judgments in favour of /s/ as a canonical onset,367
regardless of its original lexical affiliation. A similar, yet more modest effect of duration increase, was368
observed for /n/, which additionally revealed that listeners were sensitive to other cues present in the369
signal to disambiguate meaning, since the original lexical affiliation of the consonant had an effect that370
made participants correctly perceive /n/ as a derived onset. Besides, /n/ was the only target consonant371
for which this effect was observed.372
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Probably the most surprising finding of our study, and contrary to our initial hypothesis, is that such373
an effect of duration was not equally observed for /l/, which showed a different pattern. In this case,374
listeners also exploited the differences in duration present in the speech signal, but they did so to a lesser375
extent than /s/ and in the opposite direction, i.e. longer consonant duration was mostly perceived as a376
derived onset rather than as a canonical onset. Similarly to /s/, this effect was observed independently377
of the original lexical affiliation of the consonant.378
Therefore, we have confirmed that duration can certainly be exploited by listeners in Castilian Spanish379
in the segmentation of continuous speech, as predicted from previous acoustic results. However, conso-380
nant identity seems to have a different effect on how listeners make use of such a temporal cue. One381
possible interpretation might be that listeners’ perception is actually driven by segment-specific cues, or382
even that non-acoustic information overrides the acoustic cues present in the signal. Although the latter383
interpretation seems to be partially at odds with our data—i.e. our manipulation of segment duration did384
affect interpretation—, it sounds reasonable that lexical and semantic factors such as word frequency, for385
example, should have an important role in dispelling ambiguity.386
As an alternative to this segment-specific view, it seems logical to think that one single acoustic cue387
actually exists that unifies the behaviour of any segment—whatever its identity—for the sheer reason of388
being resyllabified. In this sense, regardless of the structural interpretation that resyllabified segments389
may be given, they constitute one phonological object and, as such, we could expect them to have some390
phonetic behaviour in common. Considering the prosodic nature of this phonological object, such a391
common cue is very likely to be suprasegmental. In this sense, pitch is highly language-dependent, while392
prosodically-driven duration changes follow a more consistent pattern cross-linguistically. Furthermore,393
a great deal of the aforementioned segment-specific variation can be explained as an indirect consequence394
of these changes in duration.395
4.1. The role of segment-specific and non-acoustic cues396
Studies on word segmentation reporting other salient cues different from duration often do so for a wide397
range of consonants (e.g. Spinelli et al., 2003), and segment-specific cues are rarely described. For ex-398
ample, Quené (1992) observed that vowels following one of as many as twelve possible canonical onsets399
show a different amplitude rise time from those following a derived onset, and according to him this400
cue is likely to contribute to the perception of resyllabification. More specific information is given by401
Lehiste (1960) in her acoustic analysis of word boundary misalignment from recordings of several speak-402
ers. In her study she observed that, next to shorter duration, in English derived onsets /m/ and /n/ were403
characterized by laryngealization, while derived onsets /n/ showed different starting frequencies of F2404
and an intensity decrease. In the case of /l/, derived and canonical onsets differed both in their formant405
structures when preceded and followed by a vowel such as /i/, as well as an intensity rise for canonical406
onsets, which differed from the consistent fall found in derived onsets.407
Other studies, conducted for European French (e.g. Gustafson & Bradlow, 2016; Tremblay & Spinelli,408
2013) and Quebec French (Babineau et al., 2017), also found differences in the responses given by native409
speakers to resyllabified consonants. In this case, observed differences between /t/ and /z/ have been410
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explained in terms of their different distribution in French, with a more frequent occurrence of /t/ as a411
canonical onset than /z/, which rather occurs more often as a derived onset (Gustafson & Bradlow, 2016;412
Tremblay & Spinelli, 2013). A different account, however, is offered by Babineau and her colleagues413
(2017), who observed similar differences for /t/ versus /z/ and /n/, but which they ascribed to differences414
in the syntactic context of ambiguous two-word sequences. Their results showed that responses in favour415
of derived onsets were consistent when the first word was an adjective, so that listeners resorted to the416
acoustic cues present in the signal for /z/ and /n/ only in certain syntactic contexts and regardless of the417
distributional frequency of both consonants as derived onsets.418
This view of the integration of different cues in speech segmentation has been suggested to follow a hier-419
archy in which lexical, semantic, and syntactic cues override the acoustic-phonetic information present420
in the speech signal (Mattys et al., 2005). Along these lines, the semantic component has been claimed421
to also play an important role in disambiguating meaning (White et al., 2012), and the bare two-word422
sequences used as stimuli on certain occasions have been criticized for actually leaving out the semantic423
context (Mattys et al., 2005). The argument is that an acoustic phonetic realization such as /naɪtɹeɪt/, i.e.424
nitrate or night rate (Lehiste, 1960), is likely to require the lexical knowledge of the listener to provide a425
suitable context for the utterance to be correctly parsed, i.e. a pharmacy versus a parking garage. How-426
ever, it might be the case that lexical knowledge biases interpretation of ambiguous two-word utterances427
for L1 vs. L2 listeners (Tremblay, 2011), even if some evidence points to the fact that competing lexical428
items are activated in parallel and to the same degree regardless of frequency and contextual meaning429
(Maciuszek, 2018). In this sense, we are aware that, on certain occasions, one of the two sentences430
making up our minimal pairs might be disfavoured due to its lower lexical frequency or to an unlikely431
combination of the two lexical items. However, finding minimal pairs of sentences is a hard task. In our432
study, it was our intention to present the ambiguous two-word sequences within carrier sentences that433
were able to provide a rich and coherent semantic context for each pair of words, while at the same time434
maintaining the ambiguity between both possible lexical interpretations.435
Nonetheless, one may wonder to what extent all these cues are actually relevant if real life cases of436
ambiguity are scarce. In our view, they are important not only because they allow listeners to make the437
right interpretation, but also because they allow them to make it fast. This speed of comprehension may438
mean a large difference between L1 and L2 processing (Altenberg, 2005; Ito & Strange, 2009; Shoemaker,439
2014b), inasmuch as some of the mentioned cues are definitely language-specific. Thus, understanding440
the interplay of more universal and more language-dependent cues might help to develop appropriate441
auditory training plans in the context of L2 teaching.442
As discussed, since the several sources of cues for word segmentation interact with each other (Mattys443
& Melhorn, 2007; Shukla et al., 2007; Weiss et al., 2010), it may be argued that differences in syntactic444
context or in the varying frequency associated to each target consonant in the sentential minimal pairs445
of our study could be partially responsible for our results. However, in our stimuli derived onsets and446
canonical onsets showed a similar syntactic pattern in all three consonants, which makes syntactic context447
unlikely to be the reason for the perceptual divergence observed among target consonants. In any case,448
whether it is syntactic context, lexical meaning, information structure, transition probabilities or acoustic449
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detail that possesses more perceptual weight in word segmentation, it is likely that their dynamic inter-450
play offers compensatory mechanisms in the absence of one or several of these cues (Kim et al., 2012),451
especially since they have been suggested to contribute to word segmentation differently depending on452
both language and listening conditions (Gustafson & Bradlow, 2016; Mattys & Melhorn, 2007; Mattys453
et al., 2009; Ordin et al., 2017; Toro-Soto et al., 2007; Tyler & Cutler, 2009; Weiss et al., 2010).454
4.2. Prosodic cues in word segmentation455
Despite the existence of multiple interacting cues, it seems reasonable that resyllabification contexts have456
one unifying acoustic cue, most likely suprasegmental, as our results suggest. It is agreed that prosody457
facilitates speech processing, and word boundaries and prosodic structure are signalled through variation458
in fundamental frequency (f0), duration, and intensity (e.g. Christophe et al., 2004). It is known that the459
use and combination of these are still subject to language specificity, so that prosodic structure modulates460
the acoustic-phonetic realization in a variety of different ways (e.g. Cho, 2016; Tyler & Cutler, 2009). In461
this sense, next to duration, changes in f0 associated to intonation and stress have been also found to462
affect word segmentation.463
For example, Tyler and Cutler (2009) found that the segmenting cue offered by an f0 increase was ex-464
ploited by listeners to the extent that it matched the prosodic structure of their language, i.e. in the465
segmentation of a nonsense sequence of syllables, listeners whose language showed trochaic stress bene-466
fited more from a pitch rise at the left-edge, while listeners relying on iambic stress did so if the increase467
was located at the right-edge. In their turn, Prieto et al. (2010) found that the temporal alignment of468
tonal peaks in Spanish, which depends on both lexical stress and syllable structure (Prieto & Torreira,469
2007), varied according to its location respect to word boundary. In their study they used minimal pairs470
made up of ambiguous two-word utterances differing in the lexical affiliation of one syllable, whether471
word-final or word-initial—e.g. compraremos tazas (‘We’ll buy cups’) vs. compraré mostazas (‘I’ll buy mus-472
tards’). Their results showed that the delay in pitch peak was significantly longer when a word boundary473
did not intervene (Figure 4). Interestingly, in a subsequent perceptual experiment in the same study, they474
also confirmed that listeners were sensible to the manipulations conducted on the alignment of pitch peak475
to correctly identify the lexical affiliation of the syllable.476
(a) compraremos tazas (b) compraré mostazas
Figure 4. Scheme of the different patterns of pitch peak delay respect to word boundary, which is represented by double bars.
Adapted from Prieto et al., 2010, p. 696.
A slightly different perceptual effect of f0 in word segmentation was reported for French (Spinelli et al.,477
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2010; Welby, 2007). Welby, for example, observed that listeners used the presence of an early tone rise478
and its precise temporal alignment—without the typical peak delay observed in Spanish—as a cue for479
identifying the beginning of a content word in noise-masked speech. This effect was further explored480
by Spinelli et al. (2010), who found that the alignment of f0 rise with the start of content words can481
be exploited by listeners to dispel the ambiguity of two-word utterances resyllabified through elision, i.e.482
l’affiche (‘the poster’) vs. la fiche (‘the sheet’).483
Thus, back to our results, we wonder whether pitch alignment could contribute as a perceptual cue to484
disambiguate resyllabification cases in Castilian Spanish. In this sense, pre-nuclear pitch accents of state-485
ments consist of a pre-tonic low-pitch target and a rise over the stressed syllable with a delayed peak486
(Estebas-Vilaplana & Prieto, 2010); thus, this rise might be expected to start aligned to the vowel if the487
preceding consonant is a derived onset, i.e. lexically affiliated to the previous word. However, resyllab-488
ified consonants show a similar alignment to that of canonical onsets (see Figure 5; Lahoz-Bengoechea489
& Jiménez-Bravo, in preparation). This proves that, after syllable reorganization, the consonant truly490
becomes syllable-initial and renders the start of the f0 rise unavailable as a potential cue to distinguish491
between derived and canonical onsets.492
Figure 5. Similar pitch rise alignment between derived onset /n/ (left, ‘They saw arches out their window’) and canonical onset
/n/ (right, ‘He saw drug dealers out his window’).
As an alternative to the perceptual exploitation of f0, which is highly language-dependent, our results493
point to the fact that, despite the reported divergences, duration is the most likely unifying cue in re-494
syllabification cases, especially since it is well known to be cross-linguistically affected by changes in495
prosodic structure and by the presence of word boundaries (Byrd et al., 2000; Endress & Hauser, 2010;496
Monaghan et al., 2013; Tao et al., 2018; Turk & Shattuck-Hufnagel, 2000). Furthermore, such changes497
not only affect segment duration, but concomitantly they also alter their acoustic and articulatory prop-498
erties (Byrd et al., 2009; Jang et al., 2018; Mooshammer et al., 2012; Scobbie & Pouplier, 2010). They499
even also potentially affect adjacent segments (Modarresi et al., 2004), which in turn might have added500
to the perceptual effects of temporal cues that we found.501
Durational variation in the proximity of word boundaries has been observed for both vowels and conso-502
nants alike, although the perceptual effect of segment lengthening presents higher cross-linguistic vari-503
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ation for vowels than for consonants (Monaghan et al., 2013; Ordin et al., 2017; Tyler & Cutler, 2009).504
Consonant lengthening is well attested both as pre-boundary lengthening and as domain-initial (post-505
boundary) strengthening (Byrd et al., 2000; Lehiste, 1960; Fougeron & Keating, 1997; Smith & Hawkins,506
2012; Tao et al., 2018; Turk & Shattuck-Hufnagel, 2000; Wightman et al., 1992). Furthermore and differ-507
ently from other cues, the longer segment duration associated to lengthening can be consistently relied508
on by listeners in the segmentation of an unfamiliar language (Endress & Hauser, 2010).509
Consonant lengthening has been discussed so far from the point of view of word boundary proximity.510
However, consonant lengthening also takes place as a consequence of syllable structure. Segments tend to511
be shorter in coda (than in onset) due to the relative instability of the anti-phase coupling of articulatory512
gestures, while consonants consisting of more than one gesture may be longer in coda precisely as a513
consequence of that same coordination pattern (Goldstein et al., 2006). Indeed, the influence of syllable514
position has been found to alter the timing of the several gestures that make up multi-gesture segments515
(e.g. Byrd et al., 2009; Sproat & Fujimura, 1993). For example, data for English obtained through MRI516
(Magnetic Resonance Imaging) have revealed that the articulatory gestures of /n/ are synchronous as517
canonical onsets, but follow a sequential order when as derived onsets—i.e. the velum lowering gesture518
and the contact of tongue tip at the alveolar ridge occur simultaneously in sequences such as toe node,519
but sequentially in resyllabified contexts such as tone ode (Byrd et al., 2009). Similarly, the results of520
another study on the production of monosyllables recorded through EMMA (ElectroMagnetic Mid-sagittal521
Articulography) revealed a difference for syllable position in gesture initiation time (Mooshammer et al.,522
2012), so that the time required to initiate articulation was consistently longer for /VC/ than for /CV/523
syllables. The observed differences found by Mooshammer and her colleagues in their results also varied524
according to segment identity, with longer articulatory reaction times for /l/ than for /s/. In addition,525
English /l/ is known to be realized as dark [ɫ] in coda position due to the earlier timing of the intrinsically526
less constricted articulatory gesture of dorsal retraction relative to the consonantal gesture of tongue tip527
(Gick, 2003; Sproat & Fujimura, 1993).528
In this sense, we think that the disparities in the effect of duration we found in our study can be explained529
by the different coordination patterns of articulatory gestures in the syllable. Segment /s/ is characterized530
by one tongue-tip gesture, /n/ by one tongue-tip gesture plus one velum gesture, and /l/ by one tongue-531
tip gesture plus one tongue-body gesture. The sequential timing required for articulation in codas, as532
opposed to onsets, accounts for the lengthening of segments composed of two lingual gestures, such as533
/l/. Therefore, the expectation of listeners for /l/ to be longer in coda could explain why, when exposed534
to lengthened /l/ as a result of the manipulation conducted in our stimuli, they rather interpreted it as a535
derived onset. Differently, segments like /s/ and /n/, with one lingual gesture, present a shorter duration536
in coda than in onset, in which case listeners assumed that longer segments were canonical onsets.537
In addition, the requirement for codas to be anti-phase coordinated has a two-fold consequence. On the538
one hand, the coda segment is anti-phased with respect to the preceding nuclear vowel; on the other539
hand, if the segment is made up of multiple gestures, they are also anti-phased with respect to each other540
(Goldstein et al., 2006), as previously mentioned with the studies using MRI and EMMA. The implication541
of this is that, firstly, the sequential timing involved in the articulation of the two tongue gestures of542
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/l/ causes a noticeable difference in duration; and secondly, the earlier articulation of the velar gesture543
typical of /n/ does not make consonant duration longer, but rather affects the degree of nasalization of544
the preceding vowel. Accordingly, as observed in our results, in the case of /n/ listeners resorted to an545
extra cue, which we believe is probably related to the acoustic effect of anticipatory coarticulation.546
In summary, duration stands out as a common cue to all segments in order to distinguish derived onsets547
from canonical onsets and, therefore, to locate word boundaries in ambiguous resyllabification contexts.548
However, the impact of consonant lengthening on the interpretation of its lexical affiliation varies in a549
segment-specific fashion, probably reflecting the different effect that gestural coordination patterns have550
depending on the identity of the gestures involved. Additionally, next to duration, our results show that551
the identity of the segment may make extra cues available to the listeners, as was the case for /n/. Given552
the nature of our stimuli, in which only duration was manipulated, any other cues potentially present in553
the original signal must have remained present in the stimuli and thus affect the participants’ responses,554
although this was not observed for /s/ or /l/. We suggest that the effect of the original lexical affiliation555
of /n/ in the resyllabification context might lie in the greater coarticulatory effect of the nasal on the556
previous vowel.557
4.3. Phonological representation558
In the face of these results the question arises as to what phonological representation derived onsets559
should have. In other words, how can derived onsets be distinguished from both canonical onsets and560
canonical codas if the observed phonetic differences are to be taken into account?561
As previously mentioned in the introduction (§ 1.2), there is sufficient evidence to consider resyllabified562
consonants as onsets after the post-lexical reorganization of syllable structure occurring in resyllabifi-563
cation. Additionally, based on our results, as well as on evidence from other studies, our view is that564
derived onsets still show coda properties and have an intermediate status that point to an ambisyllabic565
representation (Figure 6), as will be shortly discussed.566
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Figure 6. Venden aves (‘they sell birds’), ambisyllabic representation of derived onset /n/.
The onset status of resyllabified consonants is supported by several pieces of evidence. Firstly, Cho et567
al. (2014), in a study on the temporal realization of /CV/ articulatory gestures in Korean, observed that568
the labial gesture of derived onset /m/ presented the same pattern of articulation when compared to569
canonical onset /m/, i.e. the gesture was in-phase coordinated with the following vowel in both cases.570
A similar account can be given for Spanish tap /ɾ/, which is made up of two tongue gestures—as is the571
lateral /l/—, one with the body of the tongue and one with the tip. In contrast to canonical codas, which572
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manifest an array of allophones, this phoneme surfaces as the tap allophone in resyllabified consonants,573
as is typically the case of onsets. This may be interpreted as the tongue-tip gesture being coordinated574
in-phase with the following vowel, similarly to what happens with Korean /m/. Additionally, in certain575
dialects of Spanish, aspiration of obstruents in coda is ordered after resyllabification and therefore does576
not target derived onsets due to the bleeding order of rules. Thus, in Buenos Aires Argentinian Spanish,577
for example, an utterance such as dos alas (‘two wings’) is realized as [do.sa.lah] (Kaisse, 1999), which578
makes evident that syllable structure has reorganized, and aspiration does not affect onset /s/ due to the579
greater stability that in-phase coupling provides. A final piece of evidence is based on provisional results580
that point to the fact that resyllabified consonants receiving a pre-nuclear pitch accent show, as mentioned581
earlier, a pitch rise alignment similar to that of typical onsets (Lahoz-Bengoechea & Jiménez-Bravo, in582
preparation) (see Figure 5).583
Next to this, however, our results indicate that derived onsets still show coda properties. As previously584
pointed out, gestures of multi-gesture segments are anti-phase coupled in relation to each other when in585
coda position. Consequently, the manipulated longer duration of /l/—a segment realized by means of586
two tongue gestures—led participants in our study to perceive this consonant not as a canonical onset but587
rather as a derived onset. Similarly, although with a slightly different perceptual result, the sequential588
occurrence of the velum gesture before the tongue gesture for /n/ is likely to have been responsible for the589
sensitivity of participants to the original coda properties of this consonant in resyllabification contexts.590
This stronger VC coarticulation for /n/ seems to be confirmed by provisional results pointing to a shorter591
amplitude decay time for vowels followed by a derived onset respect to a canonical onset in the case592
of /n/ (Lahoz-Bengoechea & Jiménez-Bravo, in preparation). The ambisyllabic interpretation of derived593
onsets is also buttressed by studies pointing to their intermediate status between canonical codas and594
canonical onsets. For example, Sproat and Fujimura (1993), in their description of allophonic patterns595
across prosodic boundaries for American English /l/, offered evidence that allophonic variation is not596
categorical. In their study using articulatory measurements through X-ray microbeams, they observed597
that the articulatory properties of coda /l/ become more similar to those of onset /l/ as the strength of598
the following prosodic boundary decreases. Also for American /l/, Gick (2003) presented articulatory599
evidence through EMMA of intermediate realizations of derived onset /l/; more precisely, he observed600
that the articulatory gestures of derived onsets can be simultaneously phased to both flanking vowels,601
thus showing articulatory properties not only of onsets but also of codas.602
Ambisyllabicity has also been invoked to analyze certain word-medial consonants. This notion was mainly603
developed by Kahn (1976) in his analysis of flapping in American English. Initially, the intuition be-604
hind ambisyllabicity was based on the phonotactic restriction in English against open syllables with lax605
vowels—e.g. [sɪ] in city, so that /t/ was suggested to be simultaneously affiliated to both syllables. In this606
account, ambisyllabicity was related to specific stress patterns, and Kahn argued that flapping of word-607
medial /t/ or /d/ occurred when followed by an unstressed syllable, namely when the consonant was608
ambisyllabic. For Jensen (2000), some data seemed to indicate that the ambisyllabic status of American609
flaps was an unnecessary theoretical construct, and he proposed an analysis based on higher prosodic610
constituents, sometimes the foot and sometimes the prosodic word, depending on the case. However,611
flapping is known to also occur across a word boundary in resyllabified contexts regardless of the stress612
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pattern or the foot constituency (e.g. Goldsmith, 2011). Taking this into account, word-medial flapping613
and resyllabified flapping should be given a unified analysis, without needing to resort either to the foot614
on certain occasions or to the prosodic word on some others. Rather, it seems logical to posit a more615
general ambisyllabic representation for both cases and, by extension, not only for resyllabified flaps, but616
for all consonants that are resyllabified as derived onsets.617
Nonetheless, the ambisyllabic interpretation of derived onsets we argue for here was previously discarded618
by Strycharczuk and Kohlberger (2016) in the discussion of their acoustic results. In their line of rea-619
soning, they understandably objected that two different phonological objects such as derived onsets and620
geminate consonants cannot have the same representation, and reserved ambisyllabicity for the latter,621
especially since geminates have traditionally been analyzed in autosegmental terms as occuppying two622
prosodic slots, i.e. coda and onset. Accordingly, we contend that derived onsets can be analyzed as623
ambisyllabic and suggest that geminates must be given a different phonological representation.624
In this sense, the first piece of evidence pointing to a reinterpretation of geminate consonants is derived625
from Cypriot Greek, where it has been observed that f0 minima are approximately aligned with an in-626
termediate point of the geminate consonant, so that the observed pitch rise takes place in its second half627
(Tserdanelis & Arvaniti, 2001). Later on, a similar tonal alignment has subsequently been reported for628
concatenated geminates in English (Gao & Xu, 2010). As a result, it is possible to infer that geminates are629
not a single but longer consonant, since otherwise tonal events would be expected to align rather with its630
beginning, as they do in the case of singletons.631
In support of this view, we draw on the framework of articulatory phonology, which initially posited the632
notion of the articulatory gesture as the basic unit of phonological events (Browman & Goldstein, 1992),633
as previously mentioned. The model of articulatory phonology was later enriched with two more types634
of gestures: on the one hand, gestures aligned with the boundaries of prosodic constituents affecting the635
dynamics of articulation—i.e. π-gestures, (Byrd & Saltzman, 2003)—, and on the other hand, gestures636
targeting a H(igh) tone and L(ow) tone—i.e. tonal gestures, (Gao, 2008). The dynamics and overlap of637
the three different types of gestures coordinate in-phase or anti-phase in the gestural score of articulation,638
where the beginning of each gesture serves as the anchor point in the control of coordination (for a review,639
see Hall, 2017). Specifically, the beginning of tonal gestures is coordinated in-phase with the beginning640
of the gestures belonging to the nuclear vowel. If Cypriot Greek shows a pitch turning point at about the641
middle of the geminate consonant, as it does, this should be interpreted as the articulatory beginning of642
the vowel. Onset consonants are also coupled in-phase with the nuclear vowel, so the onset is estimated643
to begin roughly in alignment with the pitch turning point. Crucially, the geminate cannot be considered644
a single but longer articulatory gesture—if that were the case, the vowel would start halfway through645
the consonant, in what could be seen as a sort of anti-phase relation. As just said, anchor points for646
coordination are necessarily located at the beginning of gestures. Since this is the case, and the onset is647
required to be in-phase with the vowel, the f0 turning point unveils the start of a new gesture, leading to648
the conclusion that geminates must be represented as the sequence of two consonants.649
Secondly, our interpretation of geminates as sequences of two identical segments is supported by Tilsen’s650
(2016) description of the acquisition of phonological patterns in speech development. In his account,651
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Tilsen points out that geminate consonants arise by reselecting the same motor planning as that of the652
previously realized segment. In the first stage of development, children have not learned yet how to653
reselect action units and produce geminates as short as singletons. On a subsequent stage, they can654
reselect the motor plan, but rely solely on external feedback to know that the first instance of that plan is655
completed prior to reselecting it. In other words, not until they hear the acoustic consequences of the first656
unit or feel the appropriate degree of muscular tension do they proceed to the reselection. This gives rise657
to an abnormally long geminate production. Finally at a later stage of the development, children learn658
to anticipate the consequences of their articulation, and this so-called internalized feedback allows them659
to reselect units in advance, so that the greater overlap between consecutive actions yields geminates660
as long as expected. Consequently, this view allows to posit a similar account for lexical geminates and661
for geminates concatenated across word boundaries, both consisting of a sequence of two consonants.662
The difference is that lexical geminates are produced by reselecting one unit of motor planning, whereas663
concatenated geminates correspond to two such units yet identical to each other.664
A third piece of evidence in favour of the rearticulation of geminates is provided by the spikes of energy665
corresponding to the subtle release bursts observed in the middle of geminate consonants on certain666
occasions (Miller, 1987). In line with Tilsen’s view (2016), this is suggestive of the reselection of a667
previously executed motor plan, which results in a new constriction gesture to prolong the consonant.668
Following Tilsen’s account, it is possible to interpret the appearance of such subtle bursts as arising from669
an inefficient internal feedback. Thus, the speaker must rely rather on the external feedback—i.e. the670
acoustic effect provided by the release—to detect when the gestural target has been reached prior to671
reselecting the motor commands that result in a geminate consonant.672
Therefore, having offered an alternative representation for geminates, we turn now to tentatively describe673
the articulatory gestural coordination of the ambisyllabic derived onsets analyzed in this study. Firstly,674
the onset status of derived onsets /s/, /n/, and /l/ is instantiated through the in-phase coordination of675
their tongue-tip gesture with the following vowel (V2), as shown by the solid lines in Figure 7. Secondly,676
the coda status of derived onsets manifests itself through the anti-phase coordination between the tongue-677
tip and some other gestures. In the case of /s/ and /n/, the tip gesture is anti-phased to the previous vowel678
(V1). The tension existing between the anti-phase coordination with V1 and the in-phase coordination679
with V2—i.e. the hallmark of what makes derived onsets ambisyllabic—is in line with the intermediate680
duration previously observed for derived onset /s/ (Strycharczuk & Kohlberger, 2016). This durational681
effect is also consistent with the findings of our study, inasmuch as shorter /s/ and /n/ were perceived682
as derived onsets and not as canonical onsets3. Additionally, in the case of /n/, the velum is anti-phased683
with the tongue tip—as typically occurs in coda position—, and the resulting coarticulatory effect of684
velum and V1 is likely to have given participants in our experiment an extra acoustic cue for their lexical685
decision. However, there probably does not exist any specific coordination between velum and V1, which686
allows the degree of overlap between them to largely vary across different realizations. As for /l/, its coda687
status is reflected by the anti-phase coordination between the tongue-tip and tongue-body gestures, while688
its tongue-body gesture—and maybe also its tongue-tip gesture—is also anti-phased with the preceding689
vowel (V1). As shown in Figure 7, this results in a different pattern with respect to /s/ and /n/, since the690
two lingual gestures of /l/ are shifted apart in their beginnings, which renders derived onset /l/ longer691
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than in canonical onset position. This is in line with the perception of longer /l/ by our participants as a692
derived onset.693
/s/ /n/ /l/
Figure 7. Graphs showing the coordination of the articulatory gestures proposed for the derived onsets analyzed in this study.
Solid lines represent in-phase coordination, dashed lines correspond to anti-phase coordination. Abbreviations: crit. narr.
(critical narrowing), TB (tongue-body), phar. approx. (pharyngeal approximation).
5. Conclusions694
This study shows that duration can be exploited in the segmentation of continuous speech in Castilian695
Spanish to distinguish derived onsets from canonical onsets and, therefore, to locate word boundaries in696
ambiguous resyllabification contexts. Our results indicate that the interpretation of ambiguous /s/ and697
/n/ as a derived onset by listeners was determined by the shorter duration of the consonant, while the698
effect of consonant duration proved opposite for /l/. Additionally, it was observed that the identity of the699
segment may make extra cues available, as it was the case for /n/, where the original lexical affiliation700
had an effect on perception of listeners, probably due to the acoustic effect of anticipatory coarticulation.701
This variation among consonants may be explained by the different coordination patterns of gestures that702
are involved in the articulation of each segment. Thus, the two lingual gestures that /l/ is made up of—703
whose articulation requires sequential timing in codas as opposed to onsets—can be the reason why the704
longer duration of the consonant was perceived by listeners as corresponding to a derived onset rather705
than to a canonical onset.706
Furthermore, there is sufficient evidence to consider resyllabified consonants as onsets after the post-707
lexical reorganization of syllable structure typical of resyllabification. Next to this, according to our708
results, derived onsets still show coda properties—showing their intermediate status between canonical709
codas and canonical onsets—, which supports the idea that derived onsets should be given an ambisyllabic710
phonological representation.711
In our view, future research ought to address the extent to which duration can prove a unifying acoustic712
cue for word segmentation, especially in languages varying in their rhythmic typology. In this sense, it713
will be of great interest to explore whether the results obtained in here can be extended to L2 listeners,714
with the aim of developing appropriate auditory training plans in the context of L2 teaching. At the same715
time, subsequent studies will also help to provide further evidence of how the perception of duration716
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in resyllabified contexts is affected by different patterns of gesture coordination. Finally, building on717
the observations made in our study, whereby an extra acoustic cue for /n/ influenced the perception of718
listeners, we envisage a perceptual study manipulating the acoustic effect of coarticulation in order to719
verify the perceptual weight of such an acoustic cue.720
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Notes730
731 1 Measurements did not seem to be significantly different for /s/ (derived onsets: M=119.81 ms, SD=16.01; canonical732
onsets: M=122.76 ms, SD=16.14), although it is not clear whether the same applies to /n/ (derived onsets: M=67.59 ms,733
SD=23.97; canonical onsets: M=85.94 ms, SD=10.60).734
2 We excluded /ɾ/, another common coda consonant, due to the phonotactic restriction existing in Spanish for this phoneme.735
On the one hand, it presents several allophones in coda position, but [ɾ] is the only possibility in the case of derived onsets. On736
the other hand, /ɾ/ cannot appear in word-initial position. Therefore, the allophone surfacing in resyllabification cases makes737
its lexical affiliation totally unambiguous.738
3 An ambisyllabic account of derived onset /s/ may be at odds with the evidence mentioned earlier (§ 1.2) for the bleeding739
order of rules applied in certain dialects. In this sense, if /s/ were arguably still a coda, it should surface after resyllabification740
as the aspirated allophone typically occurring in coda position, even if the aspiration rule is applied at a later stage. The only741
reason one might provide for it not to surface as the aspirated allophone would be that the aspiration rule actually does not742
apply to segments in coda position but rather to segments occurring not in onset position. Such a rule formulation is certainly743
unusual, but although both formulations are generally equivalent, this difference would actually explain the absence of the744
aspirated allophone in this case. Given that aspiration is an instance of weakening, its occurrence might be prevented by the745
greater stability provided by the onset in-phase coordination, even if the segment is concurrently engaged in a coda relation.746
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Appendix747
Table A1. Speech material
Minimal pair sentences for /s/
Dijo que eras ancho. Dijo que era Sancho.
(He said you were wide-bodied) (He said he was Sancho [a person’s name])
Me imagino que no querrás obras. Me imagino que no querrá sobras.
(I guess you don’t want construction works) (I guess he doesn’t want leftovers)
¿No buscabas ocio? ¿No buscaba socio?
(Weren’t you looking for entertainment?) (Wasn’t he looking for a partner?)
Tienes odio acumulado. Tiene sodio acumulado.
(You have accumulated hatred) (It has accumulated sodium)
Minimal pair sentences for /n/
Ven arcos desde su ventana. Ve narcos desde su ventana.
(They see arches out their window) (He sees drug dealers out his window)
Venden aves. Vende naves.
(They sell birds) (He sells ships)
Proponían hombres nuevos cuando hacía falta. Proponía nombres nuevos cuando hacía falta.
(They proposed new men when necessary) (He proposed new names when necessary)
Tienen hormas nuevas. Tiene normas nuevas.
(They have new shoe lasts) (He has new rules)
Minimal pair sentences for /l/
Recuerdo que la vil oca y las gallinas Recuerdo que la vi loca y las gallinas
salieron despavoridas. salieron despavoridas.
(I remember that the vile goose (I remember that I saw her mad,
and the hens ran away terrified) and the hens ran away terrified)
Los caprichos del ego son incomprensibles. Los caprichos de lego son incomprensibles.
(The whims of the ego are unfathomable) (The whims of a layman are unfathomable)
Todavía no tenemos ningún indicio del ogro Todavía no tenemos ningún indicio de logro
que nos parezca convincente. que nos parezca convincente.
(We still don’t have any convincing trace of the ogre) (We still don’t have any convincing sign of success)
Esa imagen del oro no se me borrará de la cabeza. Esa imagen de loro no se me borrará de la cabeza.
(That image of the gold won’t go out my mind) (That image of the parrot won’t go out my mind)
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Table A2. Summary of fixed effects from a logistic mixed-effects regression model predicting perception of target consonant as
a derived onset.
Target consonant /s/
Predictor  (SE) p 95% CI for odds ratio
Lower limit Odds ratio Upper limit
Intercept 0.32 (0.12) 0.006 ** 1.10 1.39 1.76
z-Ratio C/V -0.31 (0.04) 0.001 *** 0.68 0.73 0.79
Affiliation (1=DerOnset) 0.01 (0.10) ns 0.83 1.01 1.23
Affiliation x z-Ratio C/V 0.04 (0.05) ns 0.94 1.04 1.16
Target consonant /n/
Intercept -0.42 (0.22) ns 0.43 0.66 1.01
z-Ratio C/V -0.06 (0.02) 0.011 * 0.89 0.94 0.99
Affiliation (1=DerOnset) 0.22 (0.10) 0.031 * 1.02 1.25 1.52
Affiliation x z-Ratio C/V 0.05 (0.03) ns 0.98 1.05 1.12
Target consonant /l/
Intercept -0.24 (0.37) ns 0.38 0.79 1.63
z-Ratio C/V 0.19 (0.06) 0.003 ** 1.06 1.21 1.37
Affiliation (1=DerOnset) -0.12 (0.15) ns 0.67 0.89 1.19
Affiliation x z-Ratio C/V -0.02 (0.08) ns 0.83 0.98 1.14
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